The Clown Vs. the Crown

In the battle between McDonald’s and Burger King, scientists have devoted their lives to create a cheap, addictive source of sustenance better known as fast food. For those who can’t afford a nice sit down restaurant, or are simply too hung-over and impatient to wait around for a hot meal, I recommend these fine eateries. Conveniently located on every street corner, McDonald’s is open 24/7 ready to nuke up a Happy Meal at all times. McDonald’s is best known for its breakfast menu; however, they stop serving outrageously early. So, if time is an issue or lunch is what you desire, wave good-bye to McDonald’s as you pull into Burger King’s drive through. Burger King’s Whopper and other burger masterpieces put the Big Mac to shame. McDonald’s might dominate with its cheap yet satisfying breakfast, but Burger King rules over the lunch crowd.

The McDonald’s breakfast blends perfectly together to give you that short satisfied feeling that slowly morphs into regret. A piping hot cup of coffee, golden crisp has browns, and a freshly heated sausage egg McMuffin sum up the American Dream. Burger King’s weak attempt to compete with McDonald’s out of this world breakfast fails on all fronts. First of all, Burger King doesn’t get their coffee to that tongue-scorching hot temperature we’ve all come to love and endure. Where is the thrill in drinking coffee if there’s no risk in burning yourself? Secondly, Burger King’s hash brown bites taste as if they forgot to add an ingredient; I call the...
Finally, Burger King’s breakfast sandwich closely mimics something you would find in a McDonald’s, just not as fulfilling. Both establishments make a big mistake in not serving breakfast all day long; showing no love for those waking up at 11 a.m. If you’re up early and left with the decision between McDonald’s or Burger King for breakfast, make the right choice and head over to McDonald’s. For everybody else who is getting that late start, Burger King won’t disappoint by providing a nice greasy lunch combo.

If you’re arguing between McDonald’s or Burger King for lunch, I’ll save you from flipping a coin. Yes, we all know of the notorious Big Mac, but when compared with Burger King’s Whopper side by side, the Big Mac doesn’t look nearly as big or exciting as the Whopper. The fry cooks put a little more time into broiling up a whole bunch of Burger King’s finest combo specials. Ranging from Veggie Burgers to the Triple Stacker, Burger King has something for everyone’s unique taste and demands. The freshness of the vegetables that goes into their food is an important deciding factor. I like to hear the crunch of the lettuce when biting into a burger and McDonald’s doesn’t provide that satisfaction with any of their many boring burgers. A really big difference between these two places is how they prepare their fries. McDonald’s is a gamble; sometimes their fries are crispy and decent, but more of the time they are too flimsy and heavily salted. Fries at Burger King are cut and seasoned with perfection you won’t need a dipping sauce while shoveling them into your mouth. McDonald’s and Burger King both have a large lunch menu, but Burger King’s superior method of broiling and using fresher ingredients to cook their products, makes Burger King hands down the better option for lunch and dinner.

Unhealthy, fast and cheap. The world wouldn’t be the same without McDonald’s or Burger King. Higher life expectancy, less obesity, and all around happier people would be seen
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a lot more often if we could just give up the devilish temptation that these eateries create within society.  But, just like the smoker who lights up a cigarette until their last breath, fast food has gotten us hooked by putting the right amount of chemicals in the food to keep us coming back for more. The heavenly taste of a McDonald’s breakfast and the over powering flavor of Burger King’s flame broiled goodness is the work of modern science at its finest.